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ABSTRACT

Computational thermochemistry can be a complicated multistep process, but in
recent years has become an equal partner with experiment. Many important molecules in
combustion systems or in the atmosphere (such as short-lived radicals) are difficult to study
experimentally. Predicting highly accurate thermochemistry is a key aspect in
understanding these species. In this project, computational thermochemistry was
developed into an automated streamlined procedure and then used to understand the methyl
and ethyl peroxy families of radicals. This effort involved optimizing a standard workflow
for computational thermochemistry. Computational thermochemistry generally requires
numerous individual calculations whose cost and scalings vary widely. Conducting such
tedious procedures manually can easily introduce errors. Here, a multifunctional code
called EXATHERM was developed. A first generation with fixed procedures was
implemented as a proof of principle and then a second generation that is more flexible was
implemented via the module formalism of Python.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. THERMOCHEMISTRY
Highly accurate thermochemistry is essential to understanding chemical processes
and advancing chemical industries. Accurate thermochemistry is key to understanding
kinetic processes, spectroscopy, as well as the possible channels a reaction can explore.1
Inaccurate thermochemistry can lead to inaccurate predicted rate constants which leads to
a poor understanding of the relevant kinetics. Even a 1 kJ/mol error in an enthalpy of
reaction can lead to an incorrect rate constant due to the exponential nature of the Arrhenius
equation.
Accurate computational thermochemistry has only recently become routine. While
computational

thermochemistry is

not

a new field,2

accurate

computational

thermochemistry is only a recent phenomenon. The HEAT method demonstrated that
achieving the sub-chemical level of accuracy (>1 kJ/mol) was doable.3 The Wn methods
of Martin followed.4,5,6 Now there are multiple “highly-accurate” thermochemical
schemes. Obtaining subchemical accuracy is still a challenge and only possible for small
systems. Obtaining “chemical accuracy” of >4 kJ/mol on the other hand is now practical
for medium sized molecules.7 A common theme in all of these thermochemical methods is
that they assume that an accurate electronic energy can be obtained by a composite
approach as shown in equation 1:
∆E= ∆EHF+ ∆Ecoupled cluster + ∆ECV + ∆EZPVE + ∆EHOC + ∆ESO+Rel + ∆EDBOC,

(1)

where ∆EHF is the Hartree-Fock energy, ∆Ecoupled cluster is the coupled cluster energy. Often
in high accuracy computational thermochemistry the CCSD and (T) energies are of the
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extrapolated separately. ∆ECV is the energy of the core electrons. ∆EZPVE is the gap
between the bottom of the well and first vibrational level i.e. the zero point energy. Due to
the fact that molecular vibrations are not harmonic, then this term is typically either scaled
by an empirical factor,8 or in a more rigorous approach, the anharmonic zero point energy
is computed. In practice, this can be accomplished by computing the harmonic frequencies
with a high quality method, and using a cheaper method for the anharmonic portion.9-10
∆EHOC denotes higher order correlation beyond CCSD(T). In most cases it is estimated via
CCSDT and CCSDT(Q). ∆ESO+Rel is the spin-orbit contribution and a correction for
relativistic effects. Spin-Orbit is most often only included for atomic species.9 While
relativistic effects are only a small contributor to the total energy of a 1st row molecule, for
second row elements and beyond, this effect can grow to become a vitally large contributor,
and as such, in general it should be computed due to the ease of doing so, and its availability
in multiple computational packages.6 Finally, the last term in Eq. 1, ∆EDBOC is the Diagonal
Born Oppenheimer Correction, a 1st order correction for the Born-Oppenheimer
assumption.11 The geometry used for these computations is often one optimized with
CCSD(T) and a medium to large sized basis set.3,5-6
The overall cost of the composite procedure given in Eq. 1 can be prohibitive. One
avenue to limit costs is to compute the coupled cluster valence energy and core valence
components via explicitly correlated coupled cluster theory (known as F12).12 F12 methods
greatly accelerate complete basis set (CBS) extrapolation and thus provide better
converged results at lower cost.13 Significantly more accurate results can be obtained with
a smaller basis set than conventional coupled cluster theory. Coupled cluster with singles,
doubles, and pertubative triples is quite costly scaling as n7 with the n.12-13 A smaller basis
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set used here would reduce resource usage as well as allow for larger molecules to be
treated. Another advantage of F12 methods is to permit the use of a smaller basis set for
geometry optimization. Even the cc-pvdz-f12 basis set is known to give both excellent
geometrical parameters and harmonic frequencies.14 This is a massive savings in time
compared to achieving comparable results using standard CCSD(T). It is also much more
accurate than lower level methods like density functional theory, or MP2.

1.2. ACTIVE THERMOCHEMICAL TABLES
Historically thermochemistry has relied upon a linear sequence of experimental and
computational determinations. These have been collected in various compilations
(CODATA, JANAF, Gervich).15-17 Often they would not be critically evaluated for what
was considered the best thermochemical value.18 Even if a new determination arose that
changed the values related to a core thermochemical species (say water), then this was not
used to update other determinations. With the Active Thermochemical Tables (ATcT) this
is not the case. The ATcT critically evaluates multiple sources of thermochemical
evaluations and uses them to rapidly update all connected enthalpies of formation.18-19
Remarkably, the globally self-consistent procedure provides the user of the database with
an uncertainty for enthalpy of formation that is less than that of any one determination. As
seen in Figure 1.1 for the CH3 species the uncertainty for that species is considerably
smaller for ATcT than the other databases (and indeed smaller than any particular
contributing measurement or calculation).
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Figure 1.1. Uncertainites of different determinations of CH3 comparing Gurvich, JANAF,
and ATcT

The ATcT procedure is capable of determining outliers and either removing them
altogether, or reducing their contribution to the enthalpy of formation. The method can
identify weak links in the network and help guide contributors as to which molecules would
benefit from additional more accurate determinations.18-21 Another area of contribution that
has been key is in reanalyzing older determinations. Often in the past, the assigned
uncertainty of an experiment was too optimistic.21 The ATcT can decide whether the
uncertainty is too optimistic and if so, the uncertainty can be reassigned for the offending
contributor.21
An important aspect of the ATcT is that it can seamlessly use computational values
for determining an enthalpy of formation. For many chemical species (short-lived
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intermediates in a reaction, certain radicals, and charged species) the only way to obtain
information about them is via computational chemistry.22 Many species in the ATcT have
a computational contribution, and for some the only contributions are computational. The
ATcT also gives computational chemists a highly accurate benchmark to compare with
their methods under development due to the small uncertainty of many species in the
table.20

1.3. AUTOMATION
Immediately obvious from Eq. 1 and the number of thermochemical recipes in the
literature is that computational thermochemistry is a non-trivial task. It requires the use of
multiple codes to obtain the single result of a highly accurate energy. The various codes
used to compute the different terms all have different input file structures. If manually
prepared, this risks introducing mistakes in input, leading either to the codes not running
at all, or introducing an error that would lead to erroneous results only spotted during data
analysis (if at all). A facet of this work described in Paper 2 was involved in developing a
code that not only automatically writes the input files for the separate codes, but also runs
them. The code also post-processes the results, collecting the final computed data, and
provides the ultimate value of interest, enthalpy of formation. Additional information
reported in the output also includes a breakdown of the contribution to the total atomization
energy (TAE), as well as their percent contribution. At the bottom of the output is listed
the raw electronic energies. These are provided so the researcher can use them when
checking what would be the effect of changing procedures.
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This leads to a second generation of python code that is more flexible,
implemented via modules. This code now only requires the user to provide in the input file
which codes the user selects to use, and the basis set for the particular module. This gives
the user complete flexibility in terms of all the details of the overall procedure. The
weakness of a family of fixed hardwired scripts is that the user might not have access to
those specific code packages, or simply might prefer to employ a more suitable procedure
in a given case.
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PAPER

I. REACTIVE PATHWAYS IN THE BROMOBENZENE-AMMONIA DIMER
CATION RADICAL: EVIDENCE FOR A ROAMING HALOGEN RADICAL
Silver Nyambo1, Brandon Uhler1, Lloyd Muzangwa1, Maxim Ivanov1, Bradley K.
Welch2, Richard Dawes2, Scott A. Reid1
1

2

Department of Chemistry, Marquette University, P. O. Box 1881, Milwaukee, WI
53201, USA

Department of Chemistry, Missouri University of Science and Technology, Rolla, MO
65409, USA

ABSTRACT

Photoinitated reactions in van der Waals complexes provide a means to examine
reactive pathways from well-defined initial geometries. In recent work, we re-examined
reactive pathways following resonant two-photon ionization (R2PI) of the
chlorobenzene-ammonia (PhCl---NH3) dimer. The dimer cation radical reacts primarily
via Cl atom loss and additional channels corresponding to HCl and H atom loss were
identified. The structure of the reactive complex was confirmed as an in-plane -type,
and computational studies of the dimer cation radical potential energy landscape revealed
two nearly isoenergetic arenium ion intermediates (or Wheland intermediates). The
intermediate produced from ipso addition was not stable with respect to either Cl or HCl
loss, and the relative branching observed in experiment was well reproduced by
microcanonical transition state theory (TST) calculations. Here, we report experimental
and computational studies of the related PhBrNH3 dimer, examined for the first time.
We present evidence that the dimer structure is also an in-plane -type. However, in
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contrast to the PhClNH3 system, calculations predict that the structure of the reactive
intermediate corresponds to a distonic ion-radical complex, where the radical density is
largely localized on the bromine atom. The calculated barrier to HBr loss is sufficiently
high to render this channel nearly insignificant (less than 1% branching) in TST
calculations, yet experiment shows a sizable (37%) branching into this channel. We
rationalize these results in terms of a roaming Br radical mechanism for HBr formation.

1. INTRODUCTION
The study of van der Waals clusters has provided important insight into the
strength and directionality of intermolecular forces, and detailed experimental data
(binding energies, vibrational and electronic spectra, etc.) on these systems provide
important benchmarks for theoretical validation.1-8 Additionally, clusters provide a means
to initiate reactivity from relatively well-defined initial geometries.9-12 Prototypical
systems in this regard are the dimers of halobenzenes with ammonia (i.e., PhXNH3)
which upon ionization can react via a classic SN2 mechanism proceeding through an
arenium ion (Wheland) intermediate.13-25 Until recently, it has been thought that the
structure of these dimeric complexes were π-type, where the ammonia is located above
the plane of the aromatic ring. This was dispelled by studies of the Cockett group26 (on
fluorobenzene-ammonia) and our group27 (on chlorobenzene-ammonia), which showed,
via multidimensional Franck-Condon simulations of the excitation spectra, that the
reactive complex corresponds to an in-plane -type.
We recently re-investigated the reactive pathways in the well-studied13-18,25,28
chlorobenzene-ammonia dimer cation radical using resonant two-photon ionization
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(R2PI) and electronic structure calculations (density functional theory, DFT).27 In
addition to the well-studied Cl loss channel (producing protonated aniline),13-18,25,28 a
second channel corresponding to HCl loss (producing aniline cation radical) was
identified for the first time in R2PI studies of the 1:1 complex, and a third channel, H
atom loss, was also identified. The reactive potential energy landscape was extensively
characterized by computational methods, and two nearly isoenergetic arenium ion
(Wheland) intermediates were found. At the energy accessed experimentally, the
intermediate produced from ipso addition was not stable with respect to Cl or HCl loss,
and the relative observed branching between these channels (1:5.6 with Cl loss dominant)
was well reproduced by microcanonical transition state theory calculations.
To date, no experimental studies have probed complexes between bromobenzene
(PhBr) and ammonia, primarily due to the fact that the S1 lifetime of PhBr is very short (~
30 ps)29,30 and it is therefore difficult to resonantly ionize with nanosecond lasers.31-34 Our
initial interest in this system stemmed from the possibility of accessing halogen bonded
structures. Thus, in the present work, we examine the formation and fate of the ionized
complexes of PhBr and NH3 using one-color R2PI spectroscopy, supported by DFT, timedependent DFT, and ab initio calculations at the explicitly-correlated coupled-cluster level,
as well as Franck-Condon simulations. Consistent with other PhXNH3 (X=halogen)
dimers, we find that the observed complex is of a -type. However, the structure of the
ionic intermediate predicted via theory is very different from that in the PhClNH3
system, being a distonic ion-radical complex, where the radical density is largely localized
on the Br atom. Calculations predict a sizable barrier to HBr elimination from this
intermediate, sufficient to yield very little statistical branching into this channel, yet we
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observe a branching for the molecular channel (37%) which is significantly larger than
in the analogous PhClNH3 system (15%). Given the structure of the intermediate, and
the lower energy exit channel to Br elimination, we postulate the existence of a roaming
radical mechanism to explain the increased yield of the molecular channel.

2. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The experimental setup has previously been described in detail.27 Our R2PI setup
comprises a linear time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOFMS) coupled with a supersonic
molecular beam source. The expanded mixture was generated by passing a 1-5%
NH3/He premix through liquid bromobenzene (Aldrich, 99%) contained in a stainlesssteel bubbler held at 25˚C. The backing pressure was varied between ~2-5 bar. Ions were
extracted and accelerated using a conventional three-plate stack, and flew through a 1 m
field-free drift region prior to striking a dual Chevron microchannel plate (MCP)
detector. The detector signal was amplified (x 20) using a fast preamplifier (Femto HVA500M-20B), and integrated using a boxcar system (Stanford Research SRS250)
interfaced to a personal computer. The laser system consisted of an etalon narrowed dye
laser (Lambda Physik Scanmate 2E) pumped by a third harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser
(Continuum NY-61). Coumarin 540A was used for the dye laser; its lasing range was
~530-550 nm. The output of the dye laser was then frequency doubled, giving an output
wavelength range of 265 to 285 nm. The doubled laser beam of energy range ~ 0.5 mJ
was loosely focused into the chamber by a 2 m plano-convex lens. An in-house
LABVIEW program controlled data acquisition and stepped the laser wavelength;
typically, the signal from twenty laser shots was averaged at each step in wavelength.
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Our experimental findings were supported by two types of electronic structure
calculations. DFT calculations were performed using the GAUSSIAN09 software
package on the MU Pere high speed cluster.35 Geometry optimizations were carried out
using the M06-2X method36 with the aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets. The
performance of M06-2X for electronic excitations, including Rydberg and Charge
Transfer excitations, has recently been benchmarked,37 and performed well on the similar
chlorobenzene-ammonia system.27 The MOLPRO package38 was used to perform singlepoint energy calculations using the explicitly-correlated coupled-cluster (U)CCSD(T)F12a/VDZ-F12 method.39,40 The small-core pseudo-potential (PP) basis by Peterson was
used for bromine.41 Calculated coupled-cluster binding energies were corrected for zeropoint energy (ZPE) using DFT. The vertical excitation energies and the electronic spectra
of the dimers were calculated by employing Time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT) method at
M06-2X/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory. For the cation radical states, calculations were
also performed using a calibrated42-44 B1LYP functional (B1LYP-40), with a 6-31G(d)
basis set. R2PI excitation spectra were simulated by performing multidimensional
Franck-Condon calculations using the Pgopher program.45

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In our previous work on the PhCl···NH3 system, we found that upon ionization
the majority of dimer cation radicals reacted, leading to a very small signal in the time-offlight mass spectrum at the parent mass/charge ratio (m/z). Given the difficulty in
ionizing PhBr, and the concomitant decrease in signal, it was not possible to measure an
R2PI spectrum on the parent m/z. However, consistent with our prior findings for
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PhCl···NH3, a strong signal could be detected in the aniline cation radical and
protonated aniline channels, as shown in Figure 1, indicative of HBr and Br loss,
respectively, from an ionized precursor. We provide evidence below that this signal
arises from the ionized PhBr···NH3 dimer.
The R2PI spectrum obtained by scanning the excitation laser while integrating the
signal over the protonated aniline mass channel is compared with the bromobenzene
R2PI spectrum in the upper panel of Figure 2. The spectrum is similar to that observed
for the PhCl···NH3 dimer in: 1) the appearance of an origin blue-shifted from the
monomer, and 2) a strongly diagonal transition exhibiting little vibronic activity.
Moreover, the magnitude of the blue-shift from the monomer origin follows the trend
observed for the PhF···NH3 and PhCl···NH3 dimers, as shown in the lower panel of
Figure 2. This data provides strong evidence that the species responsible for the mass
-type PhBr···NH3 dimer.
Additional evidence is provided by theory. Initial geometry optimizations at the
M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ level identified four minima, with structures shown in Figure A1 in
appendix . These correspond to two in-plane σ-type complexes (D1, D2), a halogen bonded
complex (D3), and a π-type complex (D4). At this level of theory, the calculated binding
energies, counterpoise and ZPE corrected, of D1 and D4 are similar, ~ 6.5 kJ/mol, while
the halogen bonded dimer D3 is bound by 3.7 kJ/mol, and D2 by 2.9 kJ/mol. However,
binding energies at the explicitly-correlated coupled-cluster level are significantly
different, and clearly favor D1. At the CCSD(T)-F12a/VDZ-F12 level (with M06-2X ZPE
corrections), the binding energies are: 8.38, 4.25, 5.98, and 5.99 kJ/mol for structures D1D4 respectively.
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Figure 1. Time-of-flight mass spectrum obtained following two-step ionization at a
wavelength of 269.5 nm. The two observed peaks in this region correspond to aniline
cation radical and protonated aniline, as shown.
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Figure 2. Upper panel: comparison of R2PI spectra of the PhBr monomer and PhBr-NH3
complex. The latter spectrum was obtained by monitoring the protonated aniline mass
channel. Lower panel: trend in the blue-shift of the dimer excitation spectrum for PhXNH3 dimers (X=F, Cl, Br), data taken from refs. 26 and 27.
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As shown in Figure A2 in appendix, TDDFT calculations predict a blue-shift of
the dimer origin for the σ-type complex D1 relative to the PhBr monomer, while the πtype complex (D4) is predicted to show a small red-shift.
Indeed, when scaled to the experimental transition energy, the magnitude of the
blue shift for D1 is in good agreement with experiment (Figure A2), as was also found
for the PhCl···NH3 dimer.27 Thus, the position of the observed origin is also consistent
with assignment to the σ-type complex D1.
Further evidence comes from Franck-Condon simulations, based upon the
optimized geometries, vibrational frequencies, and mass-weighted normal mode
displacements for the ground and excited states, incorporating the full effect of
Duschinsky rotation.46 These calculations, carried out with the Pgopher suite,45 were
performed for the σ-type complex D1 and the π-type conformer (D4), and only the lowest
frequency modes (maximum of 5) were included in the simulation. Figure A3 in
appendix shows the simulated electronic spectra with an overlay of the experimental
spectrum. Stick spectra were transformed into continuous spectra by convolution with a
Gaussian function of 5 cm-1 full width at half-maximum. The simulation for the π-type
(D4) isomer shows extended Franck-Condon progression, arising from the significant
change in equilibrium geometry from the ground to the excited state, and is in direct
contrast with the origin-dominated experimental spectrum. However, the simulated
spectrum of the σ-type (D1) complex well matches the experimental spectrum, providing
additional support for assignment of the observed electronic spectrum to the σ-type
complex D1.
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Having reasonably established the structure of the dimer, we now turn to the
reactive pathways operative upon ionization. Based upon our prior findings for the
PhCl···NH3 dimer,27 shown in Figure 3(a), we believed that the cation radical PES should
feature an arenium ion (Wheland) intermediate produced from ipso addition, which
would react to yield both atomic and molecular products. However, the calculated
stationary points for the ionized PhBr···NH3 dimer, Figure 3(b), are strikingly different.
The intermediate produced from ipso addition does not correspond to a classic Wheland
structure; rather, it is a distonic ion-radical complex of protonated aniline and a bromine
atom. The latter is pushed quite far from the aromatic ring, so that the distance to the
ipso carbon (3.30 Å) is significantly larger than the distance to the nearest amino
hydrogen (2.53 Å); Figure A4. Calculations at the B1LYP-40/6-31G(d) level reveal that
the radical density is largely localized on the bromine atom, Figure A5.
This change in intermediate structure leads to manifest differences in the resulting
decay pathways, i.e., compare Figure 3(a) and 3(b). Halogen atom elimination is
barrierless (Figure 3(b)), and the barrier for hydrogen halide elimination is significantly
increased in comparison with the PhCl···NH3 system. Similar to the dimer calculations,
the energies plotted in Figure 3 were obtained as single-point UCCSD(T)-F12a/VDZ-F12
energies, ZPE corrected at the M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ level. Additional data from the
DFT calculations are provided in the supporting information (Figures A6 and A7). As a
further check, we also performed a full optimization of the distonic intermediate at the
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ level (Figure A8). The structure is similar to that obtained with
DFT methods.
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Figure 3. Upper panel: calculated stationary points on the cation radical surface of the
PhCl···NH3 system. Lower panel: similar calculations for the PhBr···NH3 dimer.
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Using the calculated stationary points on the cation radical PES, we performed
microcanonical transition state theory calculations to predict the relative branching
between atomic and molecular products.
The input parameters are provided in Table 1 (and A1). As the ionization energy
of the PhBr···NH3 dimer is unknown, we estimated the dimer IP by subtracting the IP
decrease observed for the PhCl···NH3 dimer relative to PhCl (–0.30 eV)25 from the
known IP of PhBr (8.98 eV).47 Coupled with the relative calculated stationary point
energies (Figure 3), we then can estimate that our two-photon energy produces the
reactive intermediate with an energy of 1.25 eV (10,100 cm-1) above its zero-point level.
At this energy, the statistical branching into the molecular channel is less than 1%, much
smaller than found experimentally. This again lies in contrast to the PhCl···NH3 system,
where the experimental branching was well reproduced by statistical predictions.27 What
is the cause of this discrepancy? Reflecting on the distonic nature of the intermediate, we
recognize that a roaming radical pathway is likely present. The roaming radical
mechanism,48-50 first identified in the photodissociation of formaldehyde,51-54 can occur in
barrierless bond-breaking, when the departing radicals can be trapped in the relatively flat
exit channel PES, and explore trajectories which lead to re-encounter and the possibility
of abstraction producing molecular products.55,56 Essentially, a roaming path offers a
different route to molecular products which bypasses the tight transition state (TS). Often
a distinct rovibrational distribution is observed for the roaming products. Klippenstein et
al. emphasize describing orientational dynamics in the long range as roaming, even when
the tight TS is too high in energy to contribute, and hence no bimodal product distribution
is obtained.57
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Table 1. Parameters used in microcanonical TS calculations for the Br atom loss and
HBr atom loss channels.
Adduct

Erel = 0 cm-1

Frequencies
3605

3603

3293

3241

3234

3229

3217

3076

1664

1663

1659

1549

1477

1429

1396

1323

1228

1168

1155

1123

1104

1075

1030

1014

999

999

847

792

693

611

551

382

360

344

286

282

257

135

133

46

42

29

TS: Br loss
Frequencies

Erel = 2706 cm-1

3489

3470

3400

3241

3234

3224

3201

3200

1695

1658

1645

1643

1538

1515

1503

1363

1338

1206

1193

1187

1122

1078

1057

1037

1024

1009

1007

938

847

793

759

653

625

525

460

406

352

300

218

200
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TS: HBr
loss
Frequencies

Erel = 5352 cm-1

3590

3496

3242

3231

3224

3214

3211

1647

1627

1586

1546

1483

1389

1374

1317

1278

1200

1187

1138

1088

1051

1048

1028

1022

1001

962

920

864

819

765

688

620

547

507

454

413

394

333

221

83

66
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In these cases the roaming fraction can be large. As the intermediate here is a
distonic ion-radical complex, with no evident dissociation barrier for the radical channel,
and the tight TS is much higher in energy, this is also the case here. While the majority
of studies of roaming have focused on hydrogen atoms, recent studies have provided
evidence for “heavy-atom (or heavy-group)” roaming.55,58-64 To illustrate the roaming
landscape of this system, a grid of 961 (31 x 31) points were generated at the M062X/aug-cc-pVTZ level, describing the interaction of a Br-atom with the Ph-NH3 cation.
Figure 4 maps the interaction energy relative to separated fragments, placing the Br-atom
on a square grid of points (in the plane of the heavy atoms) ranging from -7.5 to 7.5
Angstroms in both the X- and Y-directions from the center-of-mass of the Ph-NH3
fragment. More detailed experiments such as ion imaging, are currently planned in the
Marquette group, in order to gain further insight into the roaming process.

Figure 4. Contour plot of the interaction between the roaming Br-atom and the Ph-NH3
fragment. Labeled contours indicate the energy in kJ/mol and illustrate the attractiveness
of the NH3 protons to the roaming Br-atom.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
Building upon our recent studies of reactive pathways following resonant twophoton ionization in the PhCl-NH3 dimer, we have examined the spectroscopy and
dynamics of the PhBr-NH3 dimer, for the first time. As for other PhX-NH3 dimers, the
structure of the complex found experimentally corresponds to an in-

-type

complex, which theory confirms is the most stable minimum on the dimer PES.
Upon ionization, an intermediate is formed which reacts to yield molecular (HBr)
and atomic (Br) products. As opposed to the PhCl-NH3 system, where the cation radical
intermediate formed upon ipso addition has a classic arenium ion structure, our
calculations predict that the reactive intermediate in the PhBr-NH3 system corresponds to
a distonic ion-radical complex of protonated aniline and a Br atom. The calculated
barrier to HBr loss is sufficiently high to render this channel insignificant (< 1%) in TST
calculations, yet experiment shows a substantial (37%) branching into this channel,

modeled by TST. Since the tight TS is even higher in energy in this system, we
rationalize these results in terms of a roaming radical mechanism for HBr formation.
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ABSTRACT

An automated computational thermochemistry protocol based on explicitlycorrelated coupled-cluster theory was designed to produce highly accurate enthalpies of
formation and atomization energies for small to medium-sized molecular species (3-12
atoms). Each potential source of error was carefully examined and the sizes of
contributions to the total atomization enthalpies were used to generate uncertainty
estimates. The protocol was first used to generate total atomization enthalpies for a
family of four molecular species exhibiting a variety of charges, multiplicities, and
electronic ground states. The new protocol was shown to be in good agreement with the
Active Thermochemical Tables database for the four species: methylperoxy radical,
methoxyoxoniumylidene (methylperoxy cation), methylperoxy anion, and methyl
hydroperoxide. Updating the Active Thermochemical Tables to include those results
yielded significantly improved accuracy for the formation enthalpies of those species.
The derived protocol was then used to predict formation enthalpies for the larger ethyl
peroxy family of species.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Organic peroxide thermochemistry is important to understanding atmospheric and
combustion reaction networks. The simplest organic peroxy radical, methyl peroxy is an
important species in the atmosphere. Methyl peroxy (CH3O2) reacting with nitric oxide
(NO) produces about 25% of all tropospheric ozone (O3),1 and also leads to the
production of methyoxy radical (CH3O) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2), other components of
smog.2 It also reacts with hydroperoxy radical to yield CH3OOH, and through reaction
with RO2, is a source of atmospheric methanol. The closely related cation and anion
species of the methyl peroxy are also involved in some of these reactions, and therefore
accurate enthalpies are desirable for the entire family of compounds.1 A recent study
showed that methyl peroxy is behind the most plausible explanation for the formation of
the simplest Criegee intermediate (carbonyl oxide).3 To enable high accuracy studies of
these species a comprehensive description of the thermochemistry of methyl peroxy,
related species, and larger peroxy species is necessary.
Composite thermochemistry calculations have been developed that offer accuracy
far beyond what can be affordably achieved in any single calculation. Recent high
accuracy composite methods such as the various HEAT protocols,4,5 the W4 family,6 as
well as the FPD7 approach offer the ability to obtain 2 uncertainties8 in computed 0 K
enthalpies of formation less than 1 kJ mol-1 in favorable cases, far exceeding the common
“chemical accuracy” target of 1 kcal/mol (4.18 kJ mol-1). These approaches rely on
composite schemes to compute various components of the total energy separately. In
general, different computational methods are applied to each contribution which permits
tuning of the overall cost and accuracy. Reliable data is necessary for accurate kinetics
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computations involving many intermediates. Relatively small errors can significantly
impact computed reaction barriers and associated rates. Explicit consideration of
numerous reaction steps is common in accurate models of atmospheric processes,
combustion, as well as interstellar chemistry. While these composite protocols can obtain
highly accurate thermochemical values, they are still challenging to use for larger species
primarily due to their poor scaling with respect to the number of electrons and nuclei. The
original HEAT protocol as well as the W4 method are currently limited to small systems
of only a few heavy atoms. Recent developments such as the perturbative quadruples
method [CCSDT(Q)]9 as well as general improvements to computer hardware have
allowed these protocols to be extended. An application of the HEAT approach to a
medium sized molecule was reported by Harding et al. in a study of benzene.10 Another
direction in protocol development for larger systems involves developing scaling
procedures and extrapolations to permit use of smaller bases for the most expensive
terms. This is seen in methods such as the W3X, W3X-L, ANO-0, ANO-F12 and dietHEAT-f12 methods.11-14 These approximations help control costs for larger molecules.
There are several reported thermochemical protocols that employ explicitly-correlated
coupled-cluster (F12) theory in some way (W1-F12,15 W3-F12,16 W4-F12,16 and dietHEAT-F126 as examples).
Owing to the central role of thermodynamics, there is a long history of efforts to
compile the currently available thermodynamic data into tabulations usable by the
broader scientific community. The nature of these lists is reviewed in detail elsewhere,17
but even the best critically evaluated compilation has the severe limitation that it cannot
be easily updated with new information because of the nature of their sequential
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construction. Traditional thermochemical determinations are also usually based upon a
single set of experiments or computational result. In a departure from this, the Active
Thermochemical Tables approach (ATcT) of Ruscic et al.18,19 enables seamless updates
and uses all of the available information to yield a self-consistent set of thermochemical
values. The ATcT approach relies on construction of the thermochemical network (TN)
from all determinations and self-consistently solves the TN leading to more accurate set
of thermodynamic values.18-20ATcT has driven down the uncertainty for most species
contained within it to at least an order of magnitude better than previous efforts, with
small molecules having uncertainties frequently less than 1 kJ mol-1 and in some cases
below 0.1 kJ mol-1.20 Through this reduction in uncertainty, ATcT has in turn provided
the critical benchmarks that are necessary prerequisites for developing new high accuracy
composite methods. To streamline the generation of accurate thermochemical data for
these and other species, and to facilitate their introduction to the ATcT network, we have
developed an automated computational workflow. Based on explicitly-correlated
coupled-cluster theory, and governed by Python scripts, a protocol was developed and
benchmarked through application to the methyl peroxy family of species, validated
through consistency with the existing ATcT database as well as other experimental and
computational results.

2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
A complete composite method necessarily includes all contributions that are
significant within the desired accuracy for the species of interest. Since the desired
accuracy target here is to exceed chemical accuracy (1 kcal/mol), this requires
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sufficiently accounting for valence electron correlation, core electron correlation, zeropoint vibrational energy (ZPVE), higher-order electron correlation (HOC), relativistic
effects, and non-adiabatic effects through a Diagonal Born-Oppenheimer Correction
(DBOC). These various terms are illustrated in Figure 1, which is a flowchart of the new
procedure.
Throughout this work conventional and explicitly-correlated (F12) coupled cluster
calculations were carried out. For the explicitly-correlated valence electron calculations
the cc-pVnZ-F12 (n=T, Q, 5) basis sets were used while the core-valence calculations
were carried out with the cc-pCVnZ-F12(n=T, Q) family of basis sets.21-23 For each basis,
the default recommended auxiliary CABS, and RI basis sets developed for use with each
of these sets were used respectively, along with the same geminal slater exponent of 1.4
for the valence calculations and for the core-valence calculations.19-21 The explicitlycorrelated calculations used the F12b method of Werner and coworkers24 along with the
fixed amplitude 3C(FIX)25 ansatz. The conventional coupled-cluster calculations were
carried out using cc-pVnZ (n=D, T), aug-cc-pVTZ, and aug-cc-pCVTZ26 basis sets. All
CCSD(T)-F12b computations were performed with MOLPRO 201527 using tighter than
default gradient and energy convergence criteria of 10-5 and 10-10 respectively. For openshell species the ROHF/UCCSD(T)-F12b variant was used. For open-shell species the
ROHF reference was used for the HOC term for consistency with the other calculations.
HOC calculations beyond CCSD(T) were carried out using CCSDT and CCSDT(Q) with
MRCC.28,29 For open-shelled species, the B ansatz is specified for (Q).30 VPT2
calculations were performed with the SURF code in MOLPRO.31,32
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the automated thermochemical protocol. Details of each
contribution to the composite energy and the pre- and post-processing procedures are
given in the text.

Our newly developed composite thermochemistry approach is the following: 1)
the molecular geometry is optimized with CCSD(T)-F12b/cc-pVTZ-F12, 2) the
anharmonic ZPVE as well as fundamental vibrational levels are computed using VPT233
with resonances analyzed and removed at the CCSD(T)-F12b/cc-pVTZ-F12 level, 3)
CCSD(T)-F12b/cc-pVnZ-F12 (n=T-5) are carried out to obtain the HF and valence
correlation energies, 4) the core correlation contribution is defined as the energy
difference between all electron and valence only CCSD(T)-F12b/cc-pCVnZ-F12(n=T, Q)
calculations, 5) the HOC contribution is calculated as the sum of ∆T and ∆Q with
∆T=CCSDT-CCSD(T) using the cc-pVTZ basis set and ∆Q=CCSDT(Q)-CCSDT using
the cc-pVDZ basis set, 6) the contribution of scalar relativistic effects is calculated as the
expectation values of the mass-velocity and one-electron Darwin operators using
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CFOUR34 at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pCVTZ level of theory, 6) DBOC is calculated
using ROHF with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set with CFOUR35 7) Spin-orbit contributions
are included for atomic spin-orbit coupling.4 None of the molecular species considered
here have first-order SO effects, so SO effects were not considered further.
The above protocol has been automated and gives the total energy as:
𝐸 = 𝐸𝐻𝐹 + 𝐸𝐶𝐶𝑆𝐷 + 𝐸(𝑇) + 𝐸𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑒 + 𝐸𝐻𝑂𝐶 + 𝐸𝑅𝑒𝑙 + 𝐸𝑍𝑃𝑉𝐸 + 𝐸𝐷𝐵𝑂𝐶 +
𝐸𝑆𝑂

(1).
The automated protocol, governed by Python scripts is flexible in its

implementation and so results for a variety of different procedures are compared. For
procedure 1, the core-correlation term and the HOC term both include only the largest
employed single basis (without extrapolation), whereas for procedure 2, each of those
contributions is extrapolated. Procedure 3 and Procedure 4 are similar to Procedures
one and two with a key exception. The structure and harmonic frequencies are obtained
with CCSD(T)-F12b and the PVDZ-F12 basis set. This combination has been shown to
give good harmonic ZPVE’s.36 Rather than use CCSD(T)-VPT2, the VPT2 correction is
obtained with B3LYP and the cc-pvtz basis set of Dunning. The VPT2 procedure in
Gaussian 0937 is described by Barone.38 The automated procedure starts with an inputted
approximate Cartesian structure and begins by performing an optimization and harmonic
frequency calculation. In what is labeled preprocess in the flowchart of Figure 1, the
optimized geometry is recorded, and the harmonic frequencies are checked for imaginary
or low-frequency modes (floppy modes might introduce significant error into the
anharmonic vibrational contribution). The T1 diagnostic is also recorded as a possible
indication of multireference character. Next, the optimized geometry is passed forward,
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and the six contributions to the total energy are computed separately using various
different codes and resources, with allocations balanced by consideration of the relative
cost, efficiency of parallelization etc. Once completed, the timing for each contribution is
recorded, and to help confirm proper convergence, the value recorded for each term is
assessed to ensure that it is within a reasonable range. A few additional tests are made
including looking at the percentage contribution of HOC to the total atomization energy,
as well as looking for unusually large anharmonic corrections to the vibrational
frequencies. These steps correspond to the post-processing of Figure 1. All of this is done
automatically using Python scripting and in addition to producing a master output
summarizing the results (including the derived enthalpy of formation and atomization
energy).
CBS extrapolations were carried out using three different formulas including the l3

𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟
approach (𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 = 𝐸𝐶𝐵𝑆
+

𝐴
3
𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥

), employing the two largest basis set used in a given

term. The uncertainty of extrapolation is estimated using the statistics of three different
schemes: the l-3 approach,39 a Schwenke extrapolation procedure,40 and an l-4
extrapolation method.41 The coefficients for the extrapolation using Schwenke’s formula
are those derived by Hill et al.42 The Schwenke extrapolated (T) term was used in the
composite energy. Our approach separated the CCSD and (T) terms primarily to account
for differences in the convergence behavior of CCSD vs (T) energies due to explicit
correlation of CCSD. A similar approach has been used by Feller to determine
uncertainties in other highly accurate computed enthalpies of formation.43,44
Enthalpies of formation for 0 K and 298 K were determined by first computing
the atomization energy of the molecule in question, and then determining the enthalpy of
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formation via the difference between the reference atomic enthalpies of formation and
the atomization energy (the same approach was used in reference 7). The enthalpies of
formation for the atomic species was taken from reference 25, the current Active
Thermochemical Tables.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The HF term has previously been shown to be well converged towards the CBS
limit with the large basis set (cc-pV5Z-F12) employed in this work.21 We also found that
non-extrapolated CCSD-F12b with the cc-pV5Z-F12 basis paired with an extrapolation
of the (T) term using the VTZ-F12 and VQZ-F12 basis sets and a Schwenke
extrapolation,37,39 yields well-converged results compared with higher cost benchmarks.
For most of the other terms in the composite scheme, uncertainty contributions were
determined as half the difference to the next larger possible basis computation. For the
DBOC term, no uncertainty was assigned this way due to DBOC’s weak basis set
dependence,40 and while CCSD/DBOC is feasible with CFOUR, our tests found the
contribution beyond ROHF in the correlation hierarchy to be negligible.
Table B1 summarizes the energy contributions for each species considered in this
study. A version of ATcT TN denoted 1.122-q-pre was initially constructed from the
previously existing thermochemical data mentioned in the introduction, and these, along
with the results of several standard mid-level computations (such as CBS-APNO, G3X,
G4, CBS-QB3), were used to benchmark the composite protocol developed here. The
thermochemical data for reactions involving methyl peroxy included in this version of the
TN are detailed in Table 2.20 After inclusion of the new results, the resulting
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recommended enthalpies of formation from a version of ATcT TN denoted 1.122q,
based on these reactions and the current work is given in Table 6. Table 7 compares the
anharmonic vibrational frequencies computed with VPT2 with experimental assignments
where available. Although experimental data is somewhat limited for these species
(altogether only 13 fundamental frequencies), the level of agreement is impressive,
instilling confidence in what can easily be a rather large source of overall error. Not only
is the root-mean-squared deviation (RMSD) low (5.61 and 2.51 cm-1 for CH3O2 radical
and CH3O2H respectively), but the errors are distributed about the mean leading to some
cancelation of error in the overall ZPVE contribution.

3.1 METHYLPEROXY RADICAL
The methylperoxy radical (doublet) has received significant attention in the
literature due to its importance in atmospheric and combustion processes.2,45-52 Table 2
summarizes available reaction thermochemistry for it. A variance decomposition
approach, which reveals the detailed provenance of the ATcT results,40,53 shows that the
primary contributor to the enthalpy of formation of methyl peroxy in TN version 1.122qpre is the HEAT345(Q) determination of Nguyen et al. for the dissociation of methyl
peroxy into methyl and oxygen,54 and an enthalpy of CH3 which has already been well
established.59 This determination accounts for 41% of the variance, and is consistent with
a third-law analysis performed on the experimental data of Slagle and Gutman.55A thirdlaw analysis of Knayzev and Slagle56 yields a reaction enthalpy that is 2.3 kJ/mol above
that reported by Slage and Gutman and 4.3kJ/mol above the HEAT345(Q) value, but
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indeed an ATcT analysis finds the reported 2.1 kJ/mol error bar likely underestimates
the uncertainty by a factor of 1.8.

Figure 2. Some relevant structural parameters for members of the methyl peroxy family
(distances in Angstroms and angles in degrees). CH3O2 structures b), c) and d) are those
of the neutral radical, cation, and anion systems respectively.
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Second-law analyses by Slage and Gutman and Knayzey and Slage yield values that
are consistent with all three values, given uncertainties that are so large that these
reactions do not appreciably contribute to provenance. There is also a determination of
the equilibrium constant of methylperxoy and methyl from Khachatryan et al. that is also
consistent with these determinations.57 There are two photoionization appearance
energies of methylium from methyl peroxy that are also consistent with this enthalpy of
formation.46-47 There are other theoretical determinations included in the network that are
also consistent, but the distributed provenance of methyl peroxy across several consistent
experimental determinations, in addition to the well-established enthalpy of formation of
methyl and methylium gives confidence that the heat of formation of methyl peroxy is
well established in TN version 1.122q-pre. Our current computational results agree well
with the HEAT-345(Q) results of Nguyen et al.,51 the ANL0 results of Klippenstein et
al.,13 the CCSD(T) results of Shallcross et al.,45 and the results of ATcT TN version
1.122q-pre. The results of the present calculations were added to the TN, resulting in
ATcT TN version 1.122q, which unsurprisingly yielded a similar enthalpy of formation
for methyl peroxy to the prior version, albeit with a slightly smaller uncertainty owing to
the additional high accuracy composite thermochemistry results added from this work.

3.2. METHOXYOXONIUMYLIDENE (METHYL PEROXY CATION)
The structure of the (triplet) cation species is shown in Figure 2. Interestingly, the
C-O bond is very long at 1.63 Å, while the O-O bond length is quite short (close to that
of a free O2 diatomic). Methoxyoxoniumylidene is the photoionization product of the
methylperoxy radical,46-47 and has been observed by mass spectrometry.58 Interestingly
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the methylperoxy cation is the only known stable alkyl peroxy cation (the larger ones
have not been found to be stable).56 The photoionization47 and photoelectron46
observations of methoxyoxoniumylidene from methyl peroxy, in combination with midlevel composite theory results (W1RO, CBS-APNO, G3X, G4, CBS-QB3) and the
provenance of methyl peroxy mentioned above yielded the majority of the provenance of
CH3OO+. The resulting reaction enthalpies shown in table 2 are in excellent agreement
with the present results.

3.3. METHYL HYDROPEROXIDE
Methyl hydroperoxide has received a large amount of attention both
experimentally and computationally due to its role in NO2 production in the
atmosphere.59-65 The optimized structure obtained in this work is shown in Figure 2. The
geometry of the heavy-atom backbone is similar to that of the CH3O2 anion discussed
next. Matthews et al. determined the onset of methoxy and hydroxyl from methyl
hydroperoxide via laser induced fluorescence and reported two values, one from the
maximum OH excitation energy, and the other from the average.62 These determinations
are consistent with, but less accurate than the theoretical determination of the enthalpy in
the same work, which is the dominant contributor to the provenance of the enthalpy of
formation of CH3OOH at 9%. Generally the provenance of CH3OOH is well distributed
including the above reactions, a photoelectron study,66 and a variety of theoretical
determinations.13,67 the gas phase acidity of Blanksby et al.68 is inconsistent with the
remainder of the thermochemical network, and our statistical analysis increases their
reported error bar by a factor of three. Our present computational results agree well with
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the CHEAT results of Faragó et al.,64 the ANL0 results of Klippenstein et al.,13 and
the results of ATcT TN version 1.122q-pre.

3.4. METHYLPEROXY ANION
Table 1 and 2 summarizes the results for this singlet species. The structure is
shown in Figure 2 and is most similar to that of the back-bone of methyl hydroperoxide.
Compared to the other members of the family studied in this work, this species has
received comparably little attention. The initial network TN version 1.122q-pre was
constructed with the reactions shown in Table 2. The photoelectron results from
Blanksby et al.65 are consistent with mid-level composite theory results (CBS-APNO,
G3X, G4, CBS-QB3), and due to the small uncertainty of those results this determination
alone accounts for 43% of the provenance of methylperoxy anion. The remaining
provenance is primarily distributed over reactions that were described in the
determination of the enthalpy of formation of methyl peroxide. Our current
computational results agree well with Blanksby et al. and ATcT 1.122q-pre.

3.5. ETHYLPEROXY RADICAL
Figure 3 shows the structure of the Ethyl Peroxy radical as well as the other ethyl
species. Table 3 summarizes our results.The Ethylperoxy radical like the smaller RO2 can
isomerize to QOOH species under auto-ignition conditions.69-71 These QOOH can then
decompose to other species. Due to its importance in combustion like its smaller relative
(CH3O2), having an accurate thermochemical value is of importance to modeling
combustion kinetics. The species has also bene studied via ring down cavity spectroscopy
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to understand its spectra.72 The Photodynamics have been studied to understand how it
fragments in different channels.

Figure 3. Some relevant structural parameters of the Ethyl Peroxy and Hydroperoxide
species. a.) being the radical, b.) the anion, and c.) the hydroperoxide species.

Unlike its methylperoxy sibling, ethylperoxy has a notable three body dissociation
channel.69 Our ΔHo’s for procedures 3 and 4 compare well with the work of Klippenstein
et al.13 There values are slightly more negative than ours, though still consistent (5.56±2.19 and -4.73±1.38 kJ mol-1 vs. -6.1 and -5.9 kJ mol-1 for ANO0 and ANO0-F12).
Similarly they are high level computations that include HOC, DBOC, and explicit
anharmonic corrections rather than scaling harmonic zero point energies. The reduced
uncertainty for procedure 4 is from extrapolating the T and CV terms rather than
stopping with a particular basis set. The error would then come from comparing a
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CCSDT/PVTZ computation to a CCSDT/(DZ,TZ) CBS extrapolation vs. CCSDT/DZ
vs CCSDT/PVTZ. The latter leads to a greater difference. This trend is seen with the
methyl family with all four procedures. Our work also agrees well with the 0 K obtained
from ref 52’s approach (-5.00±3.77 kJ mol-1) though our approach has a smaller
uncertainty. Comparatively there is more 298 K data available. Ref 69’s enthalpy is
extracted from a kinetics study by Knyazev and Slagle. The enthalpy they obtained was
∆fH298 = -27.19 ± 10.14 kJ mol-1 which our ∆fH298 of -27.27±2.19 and -26.45±1.38 kJ
mol-1 are in good agreement with. In terms of computational work our work is in
disagreement with ref 52 (-20.92 ± 3.77 kJ mol-1 vs -27.27±2.19 and -26.45±1.38 kJ mol1

) while ref’s 63 and 68 are more in line with our values. This is interesting due to the fact

that the work in ref 44 uses a Bond Additivity Correction (BAC) trained via the ATcT.
Our 0 K enthalpy was also consistent with their 0 K enthalpy. None-the-less, all of these
values obtained computationally are necessary for constructing an enthalpy of formation
for a new addition to the ATcT. All of these results are summarized in Table 6.
It should be noted that a trend became evident with the methylperoxy results for
all 4 procedures. Procedures 1 and 3 were in better agreement with the ATcT compared
to 2 and 4. At first this seemed strange, but the change was due to procedure 2 involving
the CCSDT CBS extrapolation. What we suspect is it’s due to some compensation
between the CCSDT/PVTZ and (Q)/PVDZ terms. None-the-less both procedures need to
be evaluated within the context of the ATcT network and whether one or the other is an
outlier or has less of a provenance for ethylperoxy.
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3.6. ETHYL HYDROPEROXIDE
Table 4 summarizes our results for this species. Ethyl hydroperoxide is produced
when ethylperoxy abstracts hydrogen from stable molecules. Ethyl hydroperoxide
decomposes under combustion conditions via the reaction of CH3CH2OOH ⇋ CH3CH2O
+ OH.73 It can also react with radicals. The alkyl hydroperoxides have been suggested to
be a source of chain-branching in the low temperature combustion regime.74 It also has
been shown to be an importance source of the hydroxyl radical in the atmosphere.56
Our results are summarized in Table 7 along with literature results. For 0 K
enthalpies our values are -142.23±2.30 and -141.25±1.39 kJ mol-1. This is in good
agreement with the values of Klippenstein et al.13 which are composite post CCSD(T)
approaches. Our approach is also in good agreement with the cheaper approach of Ref 52.
Going to the 298 K results, our values are technically in agreement with the bomb
calorimietry of Stathis and Egerton due to the large uncertainty.75 Knowing that
hydroperoxide species are notoriously unstable and considering these computational
results the experiment should be reevaluated. In terms of computational results for 298 K
our procedures agree well with ref 68. Our values are in agreement with Ref 52 with the
note that our error bars barely overlap. Our values are in better agreement with the
average of four lower level approaches of Bozzelli and Wang.63 A challenge with this
system is the fact that it has both a CCOO torsion and a COOH torsion. This warrants
future study, especially if partition function quantities are to be derived due to being
sensitive to inaccurate treatments of low energy modes.
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3.7. ETHYLPEROXY ANION
Table 5 summarizes our results.The ethylperoxy anion has received minimal
attention compared to the other species. This is due to the lack of stability. None-the-less
the negative-ion photoelectron spectra has been recorded and the electron attachment
obtained. Blanksy et.al obtained an EA of 1.186 ± 0.004 eV.68 This converts to a
ΔHrxn,0=114.432±0.386 kJ mol-1. Using our procedure 3 and 4 enthalpies of formation we
obtain for procedure 3 of ΔHrxn,0=112.90±3.45 and for procedure 4 ΔHrxn,0=112.63±2.18.
Both procedures are in good agreement with the electron attachment energy. For the
ΔHf,298K we obtain from Blanksby et al.68 -142.88±9.62 kJ mol-1 which is in agreement
with our values for procedure 3 and 4. These results are summarized in table 8.

4. CONCLUSION
We present a flexible automated thermochemical computational protocol based on
explicitly-correlated coupled-cluster theory designed to generate benchmark level
enthalpies of formation and atomization energies for small to medium-sized molecular
species. The workflow is governed by Python scripts and includes flexible components of
a newly derived composite energy scheme including valence, core, and high-order
electron correlation, as well as anharmonic vibrational levels, and corrections for
relativistic and non-Born-Oppenheimer effects. All of the codes are run automatically, as
well as post-processing of results, including convergence checks and documentation of
all input and output files.
The procedure was demonstrated on the smallest family of alkyl peroxide and
hydroperoxide species, the methyl family. Enthalpies of formation were calculated at 0 K
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and 298 K and compared with other calculations, experiments and the existing ATcT
network. The new values are consistent with the current ATcT database. Conservative
uncertainties are assigned to the calculated data as part of the procedure and these were
found to overlap with those of the existing network. The agreement between the data for
the methyl peroxy species gives confidence to the predictions made for ethyl peroxy
species.
This new validated automated procedure is a convenient way for the ATcT
network to expand in a community driven way as the workflow can be applied to a
variety of species of interest, and the results so obtained can be interfaced to update the
network.
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SECTION

2. CONCLUSIONS
This work developed and applied a new highly-accurate and fully automated
computational thermochemical scheme to the methyl and ethyl peroxy families of species.
The results from this work were incorporated into the ATcT thermochemical database to
update the related methyl species, and using the assembled computational and experimental
results, provide information for the newly added ethyl species. This work would have not
been possible without the development of an automated protocol to generate the enthalpies
of formation. These computations require many individual steps and such a tedious process
would have taken much longer and be prone to errors if conducted by hand. Several new
strategies such as basis set extrapolation schemes and other approximations were tested in
the course of this work, where again automation made them much easier to compute.
Automation is key to making highly accurate computational thermochemistry more routine
and accessible to non-specialists. The legacy of this project is a powerful set of codes usable
by the broader community. As a variety of people apply these procedures to systems of
interest to them, and the new data is added to the database, the database coverage and
therefore its general usefulness will grow in community driven direction
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Figure A1. Ground state optimized geometries and ZPE-corrected binding energies
(kJ/mol) for the PhBr-NH3 1:1 complexes. Geometries and ZPE corrections were
calculated at the M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ level. To obtain binding energies, the ZPE
corrections were added to single-point energies computed at the CCSD(T)-F12a/VDZF12 level.

56

Figure A2. (a). R2PI spectra of PhBr monomer and the PhBr-NH3 van der Waals
cluster, obtained b=y monitoring the protonated aniline mass channel. (b).
Calculated adiabatic transition energies of the PhBr monomer and four minimum
energy dimer structures (D1-D4) from TDM06-2X/aug-cc-pVDZ optimizations
of the S0 and S1 states, scaled to match the experimental value of the monomer
absorption.
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Figure A3. A comparison of the Franck-Condon simulations of the S1S0 vibronic transitions in PhBr-NH3 dimer for (a) σ-type (D1) isomer
and (b) π-type (D4) isomer with experiment (c). The simulated stick
spectra were convoluted with a Lorentzian linewidth of 5 cm-1.
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Figure A4. Optimized structure (M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ) of the (putative Wheland)
intermediate formed following ionization of the PhBr-NH3 dimer.
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Figure A5. Comparison of calculated spin densities (B1LYP-40/6-31G*) of the
intermediates found on the cation radical PES of ionized PhCl–NH3 (left) and PhBr–NH3
dimers.
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Figure A6. Intrinsic Reaction Coordinate calculation from the transition state to HBr
elimination, calculated at the M06-2X/aug-cc-pVDZ level.
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Figure A7. Optimized structure (M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ) of the transition state leading to
HBr elimination from the intermediate formed following ionization of the PhBr-NH3
dimer.
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Figure A8. Optimized structure (CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ) of the (putative Wheland)
intermediate formed following ionization of the PhBr-NH3 dimer.
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Table A1. Parameters used in microcanonical TS calculations for the Br atom loss and
HBr atom loss channels.
Erel = 0 cm-1
Adduct
Frequencies
3605
3603
3293
3241
3234
3229
3217
3076
1664
1663
1659
1549
1477
1429
1396
1323
1228
1168
1155
1123
1104
1075
1030
1014
999
999
847
792
693
611
551
382
360
344
286
282
257
135
133
46
42
29
TS: Br loss
Frequencies
3489
3224
1645
1363
1122
1009
759
406
33
TS: HBr loss
Frequencies
3590
3214
1546
1278
1051
962
688
413
66

Erel = 2706 cm-1
3470
3201
1643
1338
1078
1007
653
352

3400
3200
1538
1206
1057
938
625
300

3241
1695
1515
1193
1037
847
525
218

3234
1658
1503
1187
1024
793
460
200

3231
1627
1374
1138
1022
819
507
221

3224
1586
1317
1088
1001
765
454
83

Erel = 5352 cm-1
3496
3211
1483
1200
1048
920
620
394

3242
1647
1389
1187
1028
864
547
333
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Table B1. Electronic Energies of Atoms and Molecules
Procedure 1a
Species

ΔE(HF)

ΔE(CCSD)

ΔE(T)

ΔE(Core)

ΔE(ZPVE)

ΔE(DBOC)

ΔE(Rel+SO)

ΔE(HOC)

Total

C

-37.688688

-0.097907

-0.002669

-0.054632

0

0.00166

-0.015141

-0.000483

-37.857862

O

-74.812384

-0.18784

-0.004287

-0.061573

0

0.002366

-0.052692

-0.000356

-75.116767

H

-0.499999

0

0

0

0

0.000272

-0.000007

0

-0.499734

CH3O2

-189.288871

-0.717198

-0.030443

-0.179842

0.042552

0.007081

-0.119062

-0.002226

-190.288009

CH3O2(+)

-188.943335

-0.684979

-0.029641

-0.179303

0.041398

0.007083

-0.119284

-0.002853

-189.91095

CH4O2

-189.895143

-0.756237

-0.031559

-0.179998

0.054028

0.007248

-0.118909

-0.001843

-190.922455

CH3O2(-)

-189.278712

-0.763876

-0.035445

-0.17974

0.040701

0.00713

-0.118909

-0.001876

-190.330727

Procedure 2

a

C

-37.688688

-0.097907

-0.002669

-0.054814

0

0.00166

-0.015141

-0.000545

-37.858107

H

-0.499999

0

0

0

0

0.000272

-0.000007

0

-0.499734

O

-74.812384

-0.18784

-0.004287

-0.062088

0

0.002366

-0.000671

-0.000427

-75.117353

CH3O2

-189.288871

-0.717198

-0.030443

-0.181137

0.042552

0.007081

-0.119062

-0.002109

-190.289188

CH3O2(+)

-188.943335

-0.684979

-0.029641

-0.180589

0.041364

0.007083

-0.119284

-0.00281

-189.912192

CH3O2(-)

-189.278711

-0.763876

-0.035444

-0.18102

0.040701

0.00713

-0.118909

-0.001668

-190.331799

CH4O2

-189.895143

-0.756237

-0.031559

-0.181286

0.054028

0.007248

-0.118909

-0.001669

-190.923568

Procedure 3

a

C

-37.688688

-0.097907

-0.002669

-0.054632

0

0.00166

-0.015141

-0.000483

-37.857862

O

-74.812384

-0.18784

-0.004287

-0.061573

0

0.002366

-0.052692

-0.000356

-75.116767

H

-0.499999

0

0

0

0

0.000272

-0.000007

0

-0.499734

CH3O2

-189.288818

-0.717228

-0.030461

-0.179838

0.042617

0.00708

-0.119062

-0.002232

-190.287944

CH3O2(+)

-188.94334

-0.684971

-0.029642

-0.179305

0.041501

0.007082

-0.119284

-0.002668

-189.910629

CH3O2(-)

-189.278675

-0.763896

-0.035458

-0.179738

0.040735

0.00713

-0.118909

-0.001876

-190.330689

CHO2H

-189.895047

-0.75631

-0.031621

-0.179997

0.054155

0.007248

-0.11891

-0.001846

-190.922326

C2H5O2

-228.345178

-0.914513

-0.039035

-0.236353

0.070831

0.009187

-0.1337738

-0.002575

-229.591411

C2H6O2

-228.950969

-0.95365902

-0.040255

-0.236495

0.082385

0.009355

-0.1336231

-0.002221

-230.225483

C2H5O2(-)

-228.335049

-0.961058

-0.044134

-0.236229

0.068662

0.009238

-0.133621

-0.002222

-229.634413
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Table B1 Cont. Electronic Energies of Atoms and Molecules
Procedure 4a
C

-37.688688

-0.097907

-0.002669

-0.054814

0

0.00166

-0.015141

-0.000545

-37.858107

O

-74.812384

-0.18784

-0.004287

-0.062088

0

0.002366

-0.000671

-0.000427

-75.117353

H

-0.499999

0

0

0

0

0.000272

-0.000007

0

-0.499734

CH3O2

-189.288818

-0.717228

-0.0303928

-0.181125

0.042617

0.00708

-0.119062

-0.002115

-190.289114

CH3O2(+)

-188.94334

-0.684971

-0.029578

-0.180583

0.041501

0.007082

-0.119284

-0.002546

-189.911785

CH3O2(-)

-189.278675

-0.763896

-0.029642

-0.181012

0.040735

0.00713

-0.118909

-0.001668

-190.331755

CH4O2

-189.895047

-0.75631

-0.031551

-0.181278

0.054155

0.007248

-0.11891

-0.001672

-190.923433

C2H5O2

-228.345178

-0.914513

-0.039035

-0.237857

0.070831

0.009187

-0.133773

-0.004367

-229.592759

C2H6O2

-228.950969

-0.95365902

-0.040255

-0.237993

0.082385

0.009355

-0.133623

-0.002012

-230.226772

C2H5O2(-)

-228.335049

-0.961058

-0.044134

-0.237721

0.068662

0.009238

-0.133621

-0.001975

-229.635658
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Table B2. Comparison of present results to previously reported thermochemistry data
Reaction

Determination

Value

∆H(0K)
kJ/mola

CH3OOH(g)  [CH3OOH](g)+

Photoelectron
Photoelectron
Photoionization
Theory CBS-APNO

∆H(0K)= 9.87±0.05 eV
∆H(0K)=10.265±0.025 eV
∆H(0K)= 10.33±0.05 eV
∆H(0K)=10.21eV

952.3±4.8
990.5±2.4
996.7±4.8
985.1

[CH3OO](g)-  CH3OO(g)

Photoelectron

∆H(0K)= 1.161±0.005 eV

112.02±0.48

CH3OO(g)  [CH3]+(g) + O2(g)

Photoionization
Photoionization
Radical freezing
3rd law gas phase
equilibrium
2nd law gas phase
equilibrium
3rd law gas phase
equilibrium
2nd law gas phase
equilibrium
Theory HEAT345(Q)
Theory mHEAT345(Q)
Theory

∆H(0K)= 11.16±0.05 eV
∆H(0K)= 11.164±0.01 eV
∆G(750K)= 8.49±3.44 kcal/mol

1076.8±4.8
1077.2±1.0
129±14

∆G(753K)= 8.55±0.38 kcal/mol

129.2± 1.6

∆H(753K)= 31.9±2.9 kcal/mol

125±12

CH3OO(g)  [CH3OO](g)+

CH3OO(g)  CH3(g) + O2(g)

CH3OO(g) + 5/2 H2(g)  CH4(g) + 2H2O(g)
[CH3OO](g)- + HCCH(g)  [CCH](g)- +
CH3OOH(g)

CH3OO(g)  C(g) +3H(g) + 2O(g)

CH3OOH(g)  C(g) +4H(g) + 2O(g)
BrO(g) + CH3OO(g)  HOBr(g) + CH2OO(g)
CH3OOH(g)  CH3O(g) + OH(g)
CH3OOH(g)  CH3(g) + HO2(g)

∆H(0K)
kJ/mol
Present workb
948.8
991.8
112.99
1077.4

Reference

72
55
56
56
74
56
55
63
61
61

128.0

∆G(753K)= 9.09±0.51 kcal/mol

131.5±2.1

∆H(753K)= 33.8±3.8 kcal/mol

133±16

62

∆H(0K)=30.4 kcal/mol
∆H(0K)=30.75 kcal/mol
∆H(0K)= -135.86 kcal/mol

127.2
128.7
-568.4

-566.3

60
60
54

Gas Phase Acidity

∆G(298.15K)= 2.7 ±0.6 kcal/mol

16.0±2.5

24.2

74

Theory HEAT345(Q)

∆H(0K)= 1831.0 kJ/mol

1831.0

Theory ANL0

∆H(0K)= 1831.3 kJ/mol

1831.3

Theory ANL0-F12

∆H(0K)= 1833.1 kJ/mol

1833.1

Theory ANL0
Theory ANL0-F12
Theory
Laser Induced
Fluorescence
Laser Induced
Fluorescence
Theory CHEAT1

∆H(0K)= 2184.8 kJ/mol
∆H(0K)= 2186.7 kJ/mol
∆H(0K)= -22.48 kcal/mol

2184.8
2186.7
-94.1

∆H(0K)= 14775 cm-1

176.7

62

60
1831.3

17
17

2184.6
-92.7

17
17
54
71

181.4
∆H(0K)= 15070 cm-1

180.3

∆H(0K)= 66.9±0.7 kcal/mol

279.9

71
280.4

73

67
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Table B3. Enthalpies of Formation of Ethylperoxy
Determination

Type

Enthalpy

T(K)

Ref

Knyazev and Slagle

Experiment

-27.19±10.14

298

55

Goldsmith,Magoon et al.

QCI Method

-5.00±3.77

0

51

QCI Method

-20.92±3.77

298

CBS/APNO

-28.45±2.93

298

67

Combination

-28.45±9.62

Bozzelli and Wang

Average of theories

-25.90±3.85

298

63

Klippenstein, Harding et al.

ANL0

-6.1

0

13

ANL0-F12

-5.9

0

Procedure 3

-5.56±2.19

0

-27.27±2.19

298

-4.73±1.38

0

-26.45±1.38

298

Blanksby et al.

This work

Procedure 4

68
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Table B4. Enthalpies of Formation of Ethyl Hydroperoxide
Determination

Type

Enthalpy

T(K)

Ref

Stathis and Egerton

Experiment

-188.28±50.21

298

75

Goldsmith, Magoon et al.

QCI Method

-142.80±3.77

0

51

QCI Method

-161.08±3.77

298

Blanksby et al.

CBS/APNO

-165.27±2.93

298

67

Wang and Bozzelli

Average of theories

-162.92±3.39

298

63

Klippenstein, Harding et al.

ANL0

-141.1

0

13

ANL0-F12

-140

0

Procedure 3

-142.23±2.30

0

-167.09±2.30

298

-141.25±1.39

0

-166.13±1.39

298

This work

Procedure 4
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Table B5. Enthalpies of Formation of Ethylperoxy anion
Determination

Type

Enthalpy

T(K)

Ref

Blanksby et al.

Experiment

0

67

Combination

114.432±0.386
-142.88±9.63

298

67

Procedure 3

-118.46±2.67

0

-139.96±2.67

298

-117.36±1.70

0

-138.86±1.70

298

This Work

Procedure 4

Table B6. Recommended Enthalpies of Formation from ATcT TN 1.122q kJ/mol
Species Name
Formula
∆Hf (0K)
∆Hf(298.15K)

Uncertainty

Methylperoxy

CH3OO(g)

22.05

12.60

± 0.36

Methoxyoxoniumylidene

CH3OO+(g)

1013.65

1004.82

± 0.67

Methylperoxy anion

CH3OO-(g)

-90.38

-100.52

± 0.48

Methyl hydroperoxide

CH3OOH(g)

-115.16

-127.99

± 0.49
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Table B7. Comparison of vibrational frequencies calculated at the VPT2 CCSD(T)F12b/cc-pVTZ-F12 level with experiment.
CH3O2 radical

CH3O2H

CH3O2 anion

CH3O2 cation

Calc.

Expt.

Calc.

Expt.

Calc.

3029.25
3015.80
2962.00
1454.35
1440.12
1416.87
1185.87
1135.13
1120.39

3030.0
3020.0
2968.0
1453.0
1440.0
1414.0
1183.0
x
1112.0

3600.47
2997.23
2967.92
2906.39
1479.21
1432.94
1421.07
1321.56
1179.50

2818.35
2779.38
2700.93
1460.08
1390.82
1381.09
1177.00
1143.15
1064.08

3109.46
3089.47
2969.77
1482.41
1401.45
1391.24
1352.88
1042.57
1002.11

915.12

902.0

1155.42

x
x
2963.8
x
1478.1
x
x
1320.7
x
x

777.72

463.91

425.33

308.76

264.6

104.33

492.02

492.0

136.19

x

5.61

RMSD

1026.25
831.07
443.97
243.82
176.76
2.51

x
x
x
x
x
RMSD

No known experimental data assigned for the anion and cation species
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Figure C1. EXATHERM requires an input deck with wavefunction and atom numbers
given. Here is water given as an example. The current version of the post processor
supports C,H,O,N,F,B,Cl,Ar. Due to the fixed nature of the code it also requires
MOLPRO WF input. The input deck must be saved as inputs.txt

74

Figure C2. The code requires an .xyz. One can start with a pre-optimized structure. It can
also start with an geometry optimization and frequency computation. Using MOLPRO’s
.xyz writing ability it can then be fed to EXATHERM.

75

Figure B3. Save the optimization as water_optfreq. Then input sbatch with the script
optfreq. This will start the optimization and frequency job. Once this is complete it will
write a .xyz file to be used.

76

Figure C4. Once the optimization and frequency is done it will write input files for the
computational scheme as well as submission files. It will also submit the submission to
the queuing system and start the different computations.

Figure C5. Once the computations are done we can post process the results. Multiple
postprocessing scripts for different extrapolations and schemes have been written. This
particular script extrapolates CCSDT with the PVDZ and PVTZ basis sets. For the VPT2
term it uses MP2/PVTZ.

77

Figure C6. Executing the submission script leads to the following output in a file called
energies. It gives the optimized geometry. It also gives the Total Atomization Energy
(TAE) as well as Enthalpy of Formation. Provided is a breakdown of the TAE as well as
the fractional contribution. Below is the raw energies provided so one can test additional
extrapolations or schemes for a given molecule.
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